Considering the practical fabrication issues for the proposed HCNPWs, the accurate alignment between the upper and lower dielectric nanowires is challenging to control.
S2. HCNPWs for nanofocusing applications
Since HCNPWs feature strong optical confinement and ultra-small mode size down to deep-subwavelength scale, nanoscale light focusing could potentially be enabled by geometric modifications of these hybrid structures. In Suppl. Fig.2 , we show schematically a nanofocusing scheme via laterally rotating the lower nanowire of the waveguide. By transmitting light through the direction indicated by the green arrow, the conversion from conventional HPP to hybrid coupled nanowire plasmonic mode can be realized. Plots of the field profiles at different positions of the configuration reveal the gradual evolution of the guided mode, illustrating the continuous reduction of the mode size along the propagating direction. This configuration could thus functionalize as a simple platform for squeezing of the hybrid plasmonic mode into deep-sub-wavelength scale.
